Action on Environment Urged

by Vad Heyman and Rich Neme

Environment has been labeled the eye of the 70's, and yet many students here at MNNU are becoming aware of the increasing problems our planet is facing. But what is being overlooked is the primary cause of these problems and the need to act before it is too late. The issue of pollution is currently facing us, and if we do not act soon, the future may be bleak for our race.

The Future of the Adirondacks

The Trustees of the Adirondacks are a non-profit organization that strives to protect the Adirondack Park. They have recently unveiled a plan that would allow commercial operations in the park. This plan has sparked controversy among environmentalists and residents of the region.

The Department of Environmental Conservation Budget Cut

The Department of Environmental Conservation's budget has been cut for the second year in a row. This has led to a decrease in funding for conservation efforts.

Record Co-Op To Open

by Tony Brand

A record co-op is opening in the student center at MNNU. The co-op will carry many albums for $3.50. This is a great opportunity for students to support local music and buy records at a fair price.

You've Got It, We Want It!

Join the Ebenezer Howard Project

Come visit with us in suite 300 or 309 in Mohican Hall on Indian Quad.

Give us a call at 457-8327

Annie Graduates

This year, Annie graduated with a degree in environmental science. She plans to work with organizations that focus on environmental issues.

Washers & Dryers

For giant loads, dryers. 9'x12' shag rugs, try our TRIPLE LOADER. 299/week with only 1/2 cup of detergent.

Launderse

252 Ontario Street

For giant loads, dryers. 9'x12' rug. Try our TRIPLE LOADER. 299/week with only 1/2 cup of detergent.

Proposed legislation may force the closing of the Mine School, which is owned and operated by the University.
Craftsmen & Artists Needed

Due the growing interest in the arts, there is an increased need for artisans in the community. The Albany Coalition has set aside funds to support various projects. They are looking for individuals who can contribute their skills to enhance the community's cultural offerings.

Proposed Deferred-Tuition Plan

Aimed at Saving on Education

The Albany Student Press has compiled a list of proposed plans to help students save money on tuition. These plans include deferring tuition payments, seeking scholarships, and taking advantage of government subsidies. The goal is to reduce the financial burden on students and make education more accessible.

French Literature Course

To Be Researched by Alexander

Dr. Alexander will travel alone for one month to research French literature in countries outside of France. His object is to research French Literature in countries outside of France. His object is to research French Literature in countries outside of France. His object is to research French Literature in countries outside of France. His object is to research French Literature in countries outside of France. His object is to research French Literature in countries outside of France.

Easter Bus Service May Become Regular

For students living away from campus, the Easter bus service will be running from Thursday, April 1, to April 17. This service is intended to accommodate students who need to travel during the Easter break. The bus will depart from the University's main building and return at 5 PM.

More Facts on Pre-Registration

The Albany Student Press has compiled a list of important facts about pre-registration for the upcoming semester. These facts include deadlines, procedures, and important dates to remember. Students are encouraged to review this information to ensure a smooth registration process.

Do yourself a favor:

Join Campus Center Governing Board!

For students interested in campus governance, there is an opportunity to join the Campus Center Governing Board. This board plays a critical role in making decisions about campus policies and services. If you are interested, please contact the Campus Center office for more information.

Noise Pollution

Does it bother you?

The issue of noise pollution has been raised by students and faculty. The Albany Student Press has compiled a list of resources and suggestions to address this problem. Students are encouraged to take action to reduce noise levels on campus.

ASPi TECH STAFF

Springs offensive

Wednesday, April 14th

#3 323

Anyone interested in joining the ASPi Technical Staff is welcome!
WHICH OF THESE SPECIAL INTEREST MAGAZINES SPECIALY INTERESTS YOU?

Just fill in and return the coupon to subscribe to any of these magazines on a guaranteed basis.
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800 View Judo Tournament

To: New York City

Friday, Monday

To: Utica/Syracuse

Rochester/Buffalo

Sunday, Thursday, Saturday

To: Utica, Ogdensburg run

To: Binghamton (regular route)

Friday, Sunday

The Fifth Annual East Coast 800 View Judo Tournament opened in the SUNYA Gym at six o'clock. A variety of tournament competitors participated, including the U.S. and Japanese national teams. The tournament included matches from both the open and novice divisions.

After the dinner feast, everyone assembled for the final match to determine the overall tournament winner. The matches were intense, with competitors demonstrating their skills in various categories. The competition was fierce, and the outcome was uncertain until the last match was decided.

The Albany Judo Club did well in the competition, with several members finishing in the top positions. The club's dedication and hard work paid off, as they secured several podium placements.

The tournament concluded with an awards ceremony, where trophies were presented to the top performers. The participants were recognized for their achievements, and the event culminated in a final match that set the overall winner.

The Albany Judo Club has been participating in this tournament for several years, and it has become a valuable experience for the members. They have been preparing for the event for months, honing their skills and techniques. The tournament serves as a platform for them to showcase their abilities and compete against other skilled judokas.
Fowler vs. Friedan:

**Liberation from What?**

By Betty Friedan

The first round was Friedan's, who immediately opened the ground for both sides. "Liberation from Women?" she began. "Everything that these women do at this country or in this world is not just remembered. Women can do anything, and you can't tell me any difference that they have ever done for their children or the country."

**Abridged**

"What do we need liberation from?" she asked.

"The obvious answer is not just for our children, but also to our own kind. We are men who choose to live our lives as if we were men."

Friedan's first argument was for the "invaluable right of women to control their own body, and their own reproductive potential."

"What do we mean when we say 'liberation'?" she added.

"The obvious answer is that we believe in the possibility of being a woman and still being a woman."

"Friedan's words set the groundwork for her attack, 'liberation from women or this country or the world in their full can women towards full equality, human dignity."

"Billed as the woman answer to the 'Fight of the obsolete sex roles which make men die ten years younger, at a railroad station."

"Barnett Fowler, 'leading male chauvinist of the country, the invisible man I you could say 'Here, boy' to a ten-year-old."

"On Mother's Day. You see, it hasn't been necessary to leave the house for a dirty joke of the problems of women. "I have lived well over the 210 year age. And so what I wanted.

"What do we need liberation from."

"I am not against all facets of Women's Lib," she said. "I am not against all women who want to control their own body, and their own reproductive potential."

"The assumption that one can even try to make a joke about the problem itself."

"What is it for women."

"Women's rights are not just a matter of being able to make a choice."

"It is logical to demand free abortion services for any woman over 15 years of age with parental consent."

"Free abortion services for any woman over 15 years of age with parental consent."

"What happens when we have a presidential election?"

"Friedan charged that the women's movement was "obscene.""
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